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WordPress Plugin Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Developing plugins for WordPress is the next big thing for you if you are an administrator

	looking to enhance a personal site with custom functionality for which no plugin exists, a

	developer looking to enhance the WordPress platform with new ideas for the community,

	or a website designer building a specific project for a client....
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Jenkins Continuous Integration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Jenkins is a Java-based Continuous Integration (CI) server that supports the discovery of defects early in the software cycle. Thanks to over 400 plugins, Jenkins communicates with many types of systems, building and triggering a wide variety of tests.





	CI involves making small changes to software, and then building and...
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Node CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	The principles of asynchronous event-driven programming are perfect for today's Web, where efficient real-time applications and scalability are at the forefront. Server-side JavaScript has been here since the nineties, but Node got it right. With a thriving community and interest from the Internet giants, it could be the PHP of tomorrow....
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CouchDB and PHP Web Development Beginner’s GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	PHP and CouchDB Web Development will teach you the fundamentals of combining CouchDB and PHP to create a full application from conception to deployment. This book will direct you in developing a basic social network, while guiding you through some of the common pitfalls that are frequently associated with NoSQL databases.


	CouchDB...
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Blender 3D BasicsPackt Publishing, 2012


	When researching in preparation to write this book, we discovered that some Blender users

	try to learn Blender three times and give up twice before they become comfortable with

	Blender's effective, if unusual, interface. The editors at Packt and I decided that this was a

	problem that could be solved. The answer is to explain...
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PHP Application Development with NetBeans: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Productivity is an important factor for a software developer. A good development

	environment or surrounding tools with the essence of a particular programming flavor can

	boost up our coding productivity and yield a quality and optimized software product. In

	order to maintain a fast-paced development, developers seek the environment...
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Ruby and MongoDB Web Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	And then there was light – a lightweight database! How often have we all wanted some

	database that was "just a data store"? Sure, you can use it in many complex ways but in

	the end, it's just a plain simple data store. Welcome MongoDB!





	And then there was light – a lightweight language that...
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Intelligent Document Capture with EphesoftPackt Publishing, 2012


	In my recent e-book #OccupyIT: A Technology Manifesto for the Cloud, Mobile,

	and Social Era (http://www.aiim.org/occupyIT), I talk about the revolutionary

	changes that are impacting how we make enterprise technology decisions.





	On the one hand, we have "the business," awed and impressed by the changes and...
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Processing 2: Creative Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Processing is probably the best-known creative coding environment that helps you bridge the

	gap between programming and art. It enables designers, artists, architects, students, and

	many others, to explore graphics programming and computational art in an easy way, thus

	helping boost creativity.





	Processing 2:...
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Balsamiq Wireframes Quickstart GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	I was first introduced to Balsamiq while working as the Director of User Experience

	for a software company in Chicago. Until that point in my career, I had been

	designing user interfaces and clickable prototypes using Photoshop, handcoding

	layouts in HTML and CSS, and spending a lot of time learning prototype software

	like...
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Learning Adobe MusePackt Publishing, 2012


	Adobe Muse is an exciting new tool from the world's foremost software design

	company, which allows users to create beautiful and fully-functioning websites

	without writing any code. It provides graphic designers the power to use their

	print design skills over the Web.





	This book will help web designers as well...
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RapidWeaver 5 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	RapidWeaver allows users with any level of expertise to build beautiful and professional

	looking websites. The novice user will love the drag and drop, what you see is what you

	get interface. Advanced users will love that they can get down and dirty with some

	code when they need to.





	This book covers all aspects of...
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